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Abstract
An extensible data structure has been implemented for the representation of music. The structure is intended for use in a display-oriented music editor and has several features that support interactive editing. The structure consists of a set of events, each with a list of attribute-value pairs. In addition, events can have multiple views, and an intervariable metavariable allows sharing of data between views. Multiple hierarchies can be recorded within this structure. A version system facilitates an efficient undo operation and incremental redisplay. At the same time, variants allow client programs that update the structure to be written in isolation from programs that present the structure on a graphical display.

1. Introduction
A screen-oriented interface that allows music notation to be entered, modified, and displayed in traditional notation is high on the list of requirements desired by many composers and researchers working in the field. Such an editor can ease the task of producing printed scores and copying parts. In addition, it can provide a foundation for educational programs to teach music theory, sight-singing, and ensembles. A sufficiently flexible editor can do much more. It can serve as an interface to various forms of software and hardware systems. It can provide a standardized representation for music so that output from one program can serve as input to another, so it can be extended to support new notations without the major software effort required to implement a new notation from the ground up.
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be represented as a view. A piano reduction could be another view.

Incremental Update. A view can be associated with one or more regions of a computer display. When visible events of a view are modified, mechanisms provided by the data structure allow view software to modify the display incrementally. This is accomplished by automatic bookkeeping that records what has changed and what views are affected by the change.

Undo. The data structure uses a history mechanism to enable previous versions of the data structure to be restored. Undo can be applied interactively to undo a sequence of changes (called undo-store) and recursively to restore a change that was undone (called undo-undo). This facility is completely integrated with the incremental update mechanism so that changes can be undone rapidly.

Permanent Storage. Scores can be written to a file and read back into memory. Circular data structures and shared structures are properly handled. Assuming music editing exhibits locality of reference, then saving and restoring a score will, as a side effect, change its placement in virtual memory so as to optimize paging performance.

Event Sets. Events can be collected into sets (implemented as hierarchies). Abstract operations exist for creating and manipulating event sets. For example, one operation creates a set containing every event such that the value of a given property is greater than a given amount. Set union and intersection are also implemented.

Editing Operations. A collection of abstract editing operations is provided. For example, one operation takes every event in a given set and increments the value of a given property by a given amount.

The use of property lists rather than some predetermined, fixed data structure allows new information to be added to the structure quite easily. For example, a composer could edit a composition in common music notation, but attach additional timbral information to each note. This information would be ignored by the standard display routines, but could be accessed and used by a synthesizer program. Properties might also be used to store performance information such as actual durations as opposed to theoretical durations computed according to beats and tempo. This approach differs from earlier systems that either are restricted to traditional notation [1, 2] or are designed to represent typographical information only [3, 4], or have simpler structure representation facilities [5, 6].

All of this functionality is implemented in C and runs on Sun, VAXstation, and IBM-RT workstations. The current music editor provides a "piano roll" notation where pitch is indicated by position on a grand staff and time is indicated by horizontal position. A note is indicated by drawing a heavy horizontal line from the note's starting time to its ending time at the appropriate vertical position corresponding to the note's pitch.

The next stage of development is the creation of a set of music fonts and the development of a representation for traditional Common Music Notation within the existing data structure. This work is currently in progress.

1.1. An Outline of What Follows

In order to understand the present design, it is necessary to consider the problems the design is meant to overcome. There are a number of problems, so the resulting design is fairly complex. In the next section, I hope to show that these problems are important and to convince the reader that they require special treatment in a score-editing program. Section 3 describes the major features of the design as seen by the implementer of editing commands, and Section 4 extends the design with a description of the view mechanism. Then, Section 5 shows how the structure can support multiple hierarchies. Versions form the basis of undo and incremental redisplay operations, and are described in Section 6. Section 7 shows how the design is intended to be used, and Section 8 evaluates the design in terms of the problems it is intended to solve and looks at other problems that have arisen. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 10.

2. Motivation

The present design is intended to address five critical problems in the implementation of a display-oriented editor. First, mechanisms must be provided for updating
the display to reflect the represented information. Second, it should be possible to control the granularity of redisplay, not necessarily changing the display after every lowest-level change in the information. Third, information access and modification should be computationally efficient. Fourth, it should be efficient to undo a sequence of operations when the user decides he has made a mistake. Finally, the structure should support alteration in the form of multiple hierarchies.

2.1. Display Consistency

The first problem is that of keeping the display consistent with the data. In many cases, it is computationally unfeasible to recalculate the entire display after every modification to the underlying structure. Therefore, the display must be updated incrementally.

2.2. Granularity

The second problem is that it is often desirable to control the granularity of display updates. For example, suppose the user wants to move a box, diagonally, and suppose that the position of the box is represented by a horizontal and a vertical coordinate. Furthermore, suppose that the user's move command is implemented by assigning a new horizontal value followed by a new vertical value. A straightforward implementation might attempt to redisplay the box in its new horizontal position and then redisplay it at its final position. This could require more computation than a single redisplay and might result in confusing and extremely undesirable changes to the display.

2.3. Efficiency

The third problem is to support efficient modification of information. I was the music editing system to be extensible so that users can perform arbitrary computations on scores within the context of a user interface. Therefore, it's important that these computationally intensive tasks do not suffer a heavy performance penalty because of display mechanisms. For example, changing a note duration in memory may only take a microsecond, but updating a view of that duration may take many milliseconds. In order to support applications that require intensive computation, I would like to pay the display penalty only in proportion to the amount of redisplaying that actually takes place.

2.4. Undo

The fourth problem is the provision of an Undo command that retains a previous state of the edited information. While checkpointing techniques are useful for recovering from catastrophic errors, it is nice to undo changes in time proportional to the size of the change rather than proportional to the total amount of information. Furthermore, the undo-mechanism should not require commands to explicitly save information when modifying information. This would greatly complicate command implementation.

2.5. Hierarchy

The fifth problem is that the structure must support multiple hierarchies. The problem is mentioned here to emphasize the importance of this aspect of the structure. In our terminology, a hierarchy represents a class of relationships. For example, a bean hierarchy is one that describes the relationships of beans to notes. A hierarchy instance can be thought of as one node in the hierarchy: for example, a single bean might be represented as an instance of the bean hierarchy. A hierarchy instance is said to contain members; for example, a bean contains notes and perhaps other beans. The concept of multiple hierarchies means that hierarchy membership does not necessarily form the well-assigned structure of a single hierarchy. For example, two phases may share a note, and a bean hierarchy may be contained only partially within a sub. These examples illustrate the need for a very flexible hierarchy representation system.

3. The Score Data Structure

My solution to the problems described in the previous section is based upon a fairly elaborate data structure called a Score, which has several levels of interface. The highest level is seen by clients, that is, programs that manipulate score information, normally in response to a user command. To a client, the score appears as a set of events called events. Each event consists of a set of non-fruit values called properties. In the current implementation, attributes are Lisp-like atoms, and a value can be either an atom, as an event, a floating-point number, a reference to another event, a list of values, or a special null value. In addition, an "indirect" value is supported so that many properties can be bound to one variable. Changing the variable modifies all corresponding properties. This additional mechanism is
4. Views

Before describing views let me try to explain how they came about. One of my assumptions is that a small amount of manual positioning and sizing will be necessary to achieve high-quality printed scores. This implies that there will be detailed typographical information stored in the data structure. The problem arises when an entity (a note, for example) appears in more than one presentation of the score. For example, a note might appear in a French horn part in F and in the full score in C. Then two different presentations, or views, of the score may require conflicting sets of typographical information. To handle this, there must be a way to associate properties with a specific presentation. At the same time, some properties should be shared by all presentations in order to save space and encourage consistency. (Consistency is easier to maintain if a piece of information is stored in one and only one place.)

The data structure that corresponds to a presentation is called a view. A view is a set of view events, score or all of which are related to score events. A separate property list is provided for each view event, and the resulting structure is illustrated in Figure 4.1. As indicated by the

---

**Figure 3.1:** A score structure with events and properties.

**Figure 4.1:** A score with two views.
figure, each view is similar to the score structure shown earlier in Figure 3-1, except view events may be linked to a corresponding score event, as illustrated by the vertical arc between view events and score events. In our implementation, the score event corresponding to a view event is accessed by reading the Event property of the view event. Starting from a score event, we can find the corresponding view events by getting the views property from the score event. The value (of not Null) will be list of events. A score may have any number of views.

Now we can put information that is common to all views on the score event, and information that is particular to a single view can be stored on the corresponding view event. The mode parameter in the get_value and put_value operations is used to specify where properties are stored and accessed as follows. If mode is Local, only the view event is modified or accessed. If mode is Any, and the operation is get_value, then the view event’s property is searched first. If no property is found with the desired attribute, and if there is a corresponding score event, then the score event’s properties are searched. If mode is Any, the operation is put_value, and a corresponding score event exists, then the property is placed on the score event and any existing property with the given attribute is removed from the view event. On the other hand, if no score event exists, the view event is updated as if mode were Local.

5. Hierarchy

In our system a general structure for music representation, events can be related in hierarchies. A hierarchy is represented in terms of events and properties. For example, one of the ways to represent a specific star as a hierarchy is containing the notes (events) under the star. To do this, an event (call it star-event) is created with the property [CLASS:STAR] and the property [VALUE:star-event] is added to each note under the star. In the implementation, star-event is a reference to (temporary address of) the star-event structure. This approach is flexible in that a hierarchy can be created, events can be members of several hierarchies, and hierarchies do not have to be nested. Hierarchies have the nice property that an event can quickly find the hierarchies of which it is a member. Figure 5-1 illustrates how hierarchies can be represented hierarchically related. Operations are provided to simplify the manipulation of hierarchies. The principal operations are:

6. Versions

The incremental replay and undo facilities are based on the idea of versions. Each cycle of a command entity, data modifications, and replay is associated with a new version number. Although invisible to most clients, the score data structure includes a version number for each property, so a property is really a tuple. Similarly, versions, valid. The current version number is maintained in the global variable current_version and the operation

is invoked to change the current version. Conceptually, put_value works by inserting a new property with the current version number as the head of the list. Old properties are removed or modified, even if they have the same attribute. The operation get_value works by scanning the property list from head to tail for the first property with a matching attribute and a version that is less than or equal to the current version. To avoid complications, if put_value is invoked at a given current version, then it cannot be invoked later with a lower (smaller) version. In other words, modifications are made
with non-decreasing versions. In intuitive terms, "you can't change history."

4.1. Undo

Given the version mechanism described above, it is relatively straightforward to implement an undo facility. Since previous versions are accessible, we can undo the last change as follows. First, locate properties that are the result of changes to be undone. These properties will have a particular version tag if we want to undo only the latest version. Second, for each property to be undone, find the previous value for the given attribute and perform a get value operation of that value at the highest version.

Note that we can even undo an undo operation with no additional support. The following example illustrates this process. Suppose we have just completed the construction of version 10. To undo version 10, returning the structure to its state in version 9, we begin by finding attributes that were changed, reading their values at version 9, and writing these values at version 11. Version 11 will now have the same values as version 9. Now, suppose the user decides to undo his undo command. This is accomplished by reading version 10 and writing the values at version 12.

4.2. Incremental Redisplay

As mentioned earlier, versions also facilitate redisplay. By comparing the previous version to the present one, a redisplay program can determine what has changed, thereby making minimal changes to the display. A simple but effective technique is to create the image of any event that has changed, using the previous version of the event to determine what to erase, and then redrawing the event using the current version. To support redisplay more completely, a property with attribute MODIFIED maintains a list of attributes of properties that have changed since the previous version. Thus, if the PITCH and ACCENT properties of an event were modified, then the MODIFIED property would have the value (PITCH ACCENT). The MODIFIED attribute is always omitted from the list. If any attribute of a score event is modified, the MODIFIED property is updated if necessary, and in addition, EVENT is inserted into the MODIFIED list of each corresponding view event. Note that corresponding view events are quickly located by reading the VIEWS property and that EVENT only need be added to MODIFIED properties of one view the first time that the score event is modified. A redisplay routine can find out what events have changed by looking for events with the MODIFIED properties. The nature of the change can be roughly determined by looking at the value of the MODIFIED property, and the exact nature of the change can be determined by looking at the previous version of each property whose attribute is on the MODIFIED list. In cases where the score event changed, it will be necessary to locate the score event (by calling get_value (EVENT, Local)) and then looking at the MODIFIED list of the score event and the previous version of the score event.

7. Application

The typical application program that uses the Score structure is an editor, and the editor operates in a cycle of four phases. Each cycle corresponds to a version of the structure. In the first phase, the user enters a command. In the second phase, the command is interpreted and, as a result, data is modified through calls to put value and new value. Events that are visible and modified will have the attributes of modified properties put on the MODIFIED list. Note that the MODIFIED list is maintained as a side-effect of put value, and in this way, support for redisplay is decoupled from editing operations.

In the third phase, a display update routine is called for each view. The display update routine finds the changed event, either by traversing a list of modified events or by traversing the events looking for modified flags set by put value. When a changed event is found, the update routine can redraw its representation of the event or perform some more sophisticated incremental update. Complete information about what has changed can be accessed quickly through the MODIFIED list and by reading the previous version.

An elegant example is the redisplay routine used in the current prototype, which graphics notes as horizontal bars. The vertical axis represents pitch and the horizontal axis represents time. When a note changes, the redisplay routine decrements the version to be used by access routines. It then sets the window manager's paint color to white and draws the note. The effect is to "white out" the old image of the note. Then, the access version is incremented (to the most recent version), the color is changed to black, and the note is drawn again. This
repaints the view. making it visible and reflecting its new properties. Common practice rotation will require more elaborate redisplay procedures, but at least the data structure provides all the information necessary. A likely scenario is that some medium-sized chunk of display, say one-quarter, will become the unit of redisplay.

The fourth phase is the cleanup phase in which modified areas are defocused and the revision is incremented. All of phase 4 is an operation of the Score structure and is not something an application programmer must write or even fully understand.

8. Evaluation
One might now ask, how does the Score structure make programming easier? Let us return to the set of problems outlined in Section 2 and discuss how they are solved by the Score structure.

The first problem is keeping the display consistent with the data. The Score structure supports incremental display updates by providing the redisplay routines with information about what changes were made. This information is maintained by the structure across revisions, so editing operations by the client need not include any code concerning the display. This is an important software engineering consideration, and it leads to modular structure in which editing operations are cleanly separated from display maintenance.

The second problem is controlling the granularity of display updates. This is accomplished in part by not concerning how the display is updated. The main control over granularity is through the version mechanism. In Phase 2, the application program is free to make arbitrarily many updates to the structure without any display changes. Only when the application advances to Phase 3 is any display updating performed.

The third problem is efficiency. There is another aspect for a complete analysis, but it is worth noting that the overhead of scanning data in this structure is never more than a small fixed cost per operation. Mechanisms have been implemented to parse the structure of old versions with very little overhead, although a detailed exposition has been omitted; thus this paper.

The fourth problem is the provision of an Undo operation. The facility described in Section 6.1 has several interesting properties. First, Undo is completely independent of the client; that is, no special code need be written by the application programmer to support the Undo operation. Second, the Undo mechanism can be applied to itself with no extra work to provide an "undo undo" operation. In fact, the "undo undo" operation can also be undone, and so on. Third, the Undo operation is completely compatible with incremental redisplay. Performing an Undo has the same effect on the Score structure as editing par valr; to make the necessary changes. Therefore, the MODIFIED lists and version number are changed as usual, and a display update routine can be called as usual. No special provisions are needed in the display routine to handle Undos.

The fifth problem concerned the representation of hierarchies and was discussed in Section 5. The Score structure solves all of the problems posed in Section 2, however, so data structure is perfect, and even the Score structure has some limitations and undesirable properties. These are discussed in the next section.

9. Remaining Problems
To give the reader a balanced assessment of the Score structure, we will consider some potential liabilities of its use. First, there is the obvious point that the structure organization itself may be inappropriate. For example, named access to events or associative lookup by properties is not directly supported. It is likely that for any given application a more compact representation could be found. Thus, the Score structure has a restricted set of access methods and is not optimal in memory requirements.

Another problem of the Score structure is that it only supports incremental update of discrete structures. There is a hidden assumption that the user only makes fairly coarse modifications to the structure.

Another problem with the Score structure is the increased access time due to the existence of multiple versions of properties. The real problem, if any, arises when get valr is called with an attribute that does not correspond to a property. The result is the Null value, but this can only be determined by traversing the entire property list, including all old versions of properties. A
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